Product news: ‚original Circle®‘ Kitchen program
We would like to introduce the patented ‚original Circle®‘ kitchen program to you:
‚original Circle®‘ is an innovative high-tech compact kitchen concept for commercial and
residential use in cities. This 180° revolving functional kitchen design features all the characteristics of a traditional kitchen with an incredibly low demand on overall space, less than 1.8
square metres. This ‚lifestyle mini‘ with high-end features is tailor made for living space at a
premium.
The revolving concept ‚original Circle®‘ offers intelligent kitchen comfort compressed into the
smallest space but with a storage capacity equivalent to 12 cupboards and a bench top length
of approx. 3000 mm, equipped with refrigerator, dishwasher, ceramic hob, oven with microwave, range hood, sink and waste bin as a conventional kitchen.

Through open style this kitchen concept is easily accessible and extremely user friendly. Deep
cupboards and annoying doors in the way whilst working belong to the past. Appliances and
kitchen contents are clearly visible. As this is a rotating kitchen, the complete work area may
be reached from a sitting or standing position.
Mobile and without alteration, the circular kitchen can easily be taken with you when relocating.
The ‚original Circle®‘ kitchen is available in different dimensions and models depending on
equipment: Model Apartment, Office/Foyer and Motel. Without planning expenditure further
special models can be designed from the basic concept with different modules for many target
groups.

www.circle-kitchen.com

In the new era of intelligent compact systems, changing demographical profile, modern lifestyle
and urban conurbation ‚original Circle®‘ as an innovative functional furniture piece is the
perfect solution for CITY LIVING!
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This kitchen creation can be placed anywhere in the room, also space saving centrically in between walls and in angled corners or recesses and it can be harmoniously integrated with other
key living spaces. Equipped with sliding doors the kitchen work area can favourably be hidden
in open plan spaces and commercial buildings. Especially for architects and interior designer
arise new planning perspectives through the new “room within a room” concept particularly
where space is at a premium.

